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Abstract

We study the computational complexity of computing allocations that are both fair and maximize

the utilitarian social welfare, i.e., the sum of agents’ utilities. We focus on two tractable fairness

concepts: envy-freeness up to one item (EF1) and proportionality up to one item (PROP1). In

particular, we consider the following two computational problems: (1) Among the utilitarian-

maximal allocations, decide whether there exists one that is also fair according to either EF1 or

PROP1; (2) among the fair allocations, compute one that maximizes the utilitarian welfare. We

show that both problems are strongly NP-hard when the number of agents is variable, and remain

NP-hard for a fixed number of agents greater than two. For the special case of two agents, we find

that problem (1) is polynomial-time solvable, while problem (2) remains NP-hard. Finally, with a

fixed number of agents, we design pseudopolynomial-time algorithms for both problems.
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1. Introduction

There are many problems in operational research in which both fairness and efficiency are

important considerations. Examples are scheduling [2], disaster relief [35], vehicle routing [42]

and ambulance planning [41]. In this paper we focus on algorithms for allocating indivisible goods

among agents. Such algorithms have broad impact in a number of areas including school choice [1],

conference paper assignment [49], course allocation [27], warehouse delivery [44], and many others.

Two often competing objectives are balancing the welfare of the allocation, the sum of the utilities

of the agents, with the fairness, so that agents are not disproportionately affected.

When allocating indivisible items, perfect fairness may be unattainable even when there are two

agents and a single item. Indeed, many algorithms for fair allocation of indivisible items simply fail

if a fair allocation does not exist [46]. An alternative approach, which is arguably more suitable

than just failing, is fairness up-to one item. In particular, envy-freeness up to one item (EF1)

requires that, for any pair of agents, if at most one item is removed from one agent’s bundle, then

the other agent does not envy [26]. Proportionality up to one item (PROP1) requires that, for any

agent, if at most one item is added to the agent’s bundle, then his/her utility becomes at least

1/n-th of the utility for all items [32]. Equitability up to one item (EQ1) requires that, for any pair

of agents i, j, if at most one item is removed from j’s bundle, then i’s subjective utility is at least

as large as the subjective utility of j [36].

Fairness requirements are often complemented by requirements for economic efficiency, the most

common of which is Pareto-efficiency (PE). Many recent works have studied PE+EF1, PE+PROP1

and PE+EQ1 allocations (see Related Work). However, PE alone is not a sufficient condition for

economic efficiency. As an example, evidence from course allocation shows that Pareto-efficient

mechanisms perform poorly on natural measures such as the fraction of students getting their

first choice, or the average rank of a student [27]. Such measures can be captured by a stronger

measure of economic efficiency: the utilitarian welfare, defined as the sum of all agents’ utilities, or

equivalently, the average utility per agent [52, 16, 41].

There are other settings in which the sum of utilities is a natural measure of efficiency. For

example, if the items for allocation are vaccinations, and the utility of an agent is proportional to

their probability to survive given the allocated vaccination (which can be computed using statis-

tics on past medical records), then the utilitarian welfare corresponds to the expected number of

survivors. If the items are allocated by a politician who wants to be re-elected, and the utility of

an agent determines the probability that they vote for the politician, then the utilitarian welfare
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corresponds to the expected number of supporters. Finally, in situations of repeated allocations,

e.g. when different items are allocated among the same agents each day, an algorithm attaining

a higher average utility per agent may eventually lead to a higher total utility for every agent.

To illustrate, suppose there are two agents and two possible allocations: one gives the first agent

utility 3 and the second agent utility 1, while the other gives the first agent utility 1 and the second

agent utility 5. Both allocation are Pareto-efficient. However, if the setting repeats daily, with the

roles of “first agent” and “second agent” selected uniformly at random each day, then the second

allocation is superior, since it gives both agents an average utility of 3 per day.

We refer to allocations with a highest utilitarian welfare as utilitarian maximal (UM). We focus

on the complexity of computing an allocation that maximizes the sum of utilities among those that

are EF1 or PROP1. We also consider the problem of deciding whether an allocation exists which

simultaneously maximizes the sum of utilities and satisfies EF1 or PROP1. These results shed light

on the settings where we are able to guarantee the tractable computation of allocations that are

both fair and efficient. It is well-known that any UM allocation is PE, but the opposite is not true.

So the combination of UM and fairness is strictly stronger than PE and fairness.

n = 2 Fixed n ≥ 3 Unbounded n

Exists UM and EF1 in P (Th. 6.1)

NP-complete (Th. 4.4),

pseudo-poly. (Th. 7.5)
strongly NP-complete

(Th. 4.1)

Exists UM and PROP1 in P (Th. 6.2)

NP-complete (Th. 5.4),

pseudo-poly. (Th. 7.2)
strongly NP-complete

(Th. 5.1)

Compute UM within EF1 NP-hard (BGJKN 4)*

NP-hard (Cor. 4.5),

pseudo-poly. (Th. 7.5)
strongly NP-hard

(BGJKN 5; Cor. 4.3 )

Compute UM within PROP1 NP-hard (Th. 6.4)*

NP-hard (Cor. 5.5),

pseudo-poly. (Th. 7.2).
strongly NP-hard

(Cor. 5.3)

Table 1: Complexity of existence and computation of allocations that are welfare maximizing and fair. BGJKN k
refers to a result that is implied by Theorem k from Barman et al. [9]. An asterisk (*) means that the hardness
proof uses non-normalized valuations (the sum of valuations of one agent is larger than the sum of valuations of the
other agent); it is open whether the problem remains hard in the common special case of normalized valuations (see
Question 1).

Contributions. Given a fairness requirement, we want to decide whether there exists a UM

allocation that satisfies it. If no such allocation exists, we want to find an allocation with highest

welfare among the fair ones. However, we show that both these goals are NP-hard for three or more

agents even when the number of agents is fixed, and strongly NP-hard when the number of agents

is variable.1 When there are only two agents, deciding the existence of fair and UM allocations

1By strongly NP-hard, we mean that the problem remains NP-hard even if the numbers in the input are represented
in unary representation [37].
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turns out to be polynomial-time solvable. In contrast, welfare maximization within the set of fair

allocations is NP-hard even for two agents. Finally, for any fixed number of agents, we present a

pseudopolynomial time algorithm for maximizing welfare constrained to fair allocations, where the

fairness criterion can be any of proportionality, envy-freeness, PROP1 or EF1. Hence, we obtain a

clear understanding of the complexity of efficient fair allocation w.r.t. the number of agents. Our

results are summarized in Table 1.

2. Related work

Bouveret et al. [18] present a general survey of the main algorithms and considerations in fair

item allocation from a computer science perspective. Karsu and Morton [45] present a more focused

survey of the tradeoff between efficiency and fairness in the operations research literature.

It is well-known that an EF1 and PROP1 allocation can be computed in polynomial time [50].

Similarly, a UM allocation can be computed in polynomial-time by just giving each item to an

agent whose value for the item is highest. Utilitarian welfare can be maximized even with simple

sequential mechanisms [20, 43]. Our results in Table 1 show that the combination of tractable

fairness and tractable welfare requirements may be intractable.

A Pareto-efficient and PROP1 allocation can be computed in strongly-polynomial time in var-

ious settings [32, 5, 23, 11, 6]. The complexity of computing a Pareto-efficient and EF1 allocation

is an open question, but a pseudopolynomial time algorithm is known [13]. Our results show that

strengthening Pareto-efficiency to utilitarian welfare-maximization leads to strong NP-hardness.

Bouveret and Lang [19], de Keijzer et al. [34], Bliem et al. [17] study the computational com-

plexity of finding an allocation that is both Pareto-efficient and envy-free. In their future work,

Bliem et al. [17] mention that “a different theoretical route would be to extend the investigations

also to ... approximate envy-freeness”, which is our focus.

Bredereck et al. [24] present a meta-algorithm that can find efficient and fair allocations for

various notions of efficiency and fairness. Among others, their algorithm can handle notions of group

Pareto-efficiency [3], one of which is equivalent to UM. However, the runtime of their algorithm

is very large: it is larger than d2.5d, where d is the number of variables in the resulting integer

linear program (see their Proposition 8). This d is larger than ((4nV )n)m(n+1), where n is the

number of agents, m the number of item-types, and V the largest value of an item (see the end

of their subsection 4.3). In other words, their runtime is doubly-exponential in m and n, and

singly-exponential in V . Accordingly, they note in their conclusion section that their ILP solution
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is mainly a “classification result”, and note that “this leads us to the open questions of providing an

algorithm for efficient envy-free allocation with better running time, or running-time lower bounds”.

In contrast, our algorithms (in Section 7) run in time singly-exponential in n, and polynomial in

m and V , addressing their open question.2

In previous work, Barman et al. [9][Theorems 4,5] proved hardness of problems that they call

FA-EF1 and HET-EF1. Their results imply that computing a UM within EF1 allocation is NP-hard

for any fixed number n ≥ 2 of agents, and strongly NP-hard when n is unbounded. Their results

do not cover PROP1, nor the problems of whether a UM and fair allocation exists (see Table 1 for

comparison). In contrast to our hardness results, Benabbou et al. [15] showed that when valuations

are submodular with binary marginals (each item adds value 0 or 1 to each bundle), UM+EF1

allocations exist and can be found efficiently.

Freeman et al. [36] study the computation of allocations that are both PE and EQ1, as well as a

stronger notion that they call EQx. They prove that, when all utilities are strictly positive, then a

PE and EQx allocation always exists, and a PE+EQ1 allocation can be found in pseudopolynomial

time. However, when some utilities may be zero, deciding whether a PE and EQ1 / EQx / equitable

allocation exists is strongly NP-hard. They do not discuss utilitarian-welfare maximization.

Many recent works aim to maximize the Nash welfare — the product of utilities. This problem

is NP-hard, but various approximations are known [31, 33, 22, 28, 30, 4]. We focus on the sum of

utilities, which is one of the standard ways to measure the total welfare in society.

The fairness-welfare tradeoff has also been studied through the lens of the price of fairness —

the ratio between the maximum welfare of an arbitrary allocation and the maximum welfare of a

fair allocation. Bounds on the price-of-fairness in indivisible item allocation have been proved by

Caragiannis et al. [29], Kurz [47], Nicosia et al. [53], Segal-Halevi [54], Suksompong [56], Agnetis

et al. [2], Bei et al. [14], Barman et al. [7].

3. Setting

An allocation problem is a tuple (N,O, u) such that N = {1, . . . , n} is a set of agents, O =

{o1, . . . , om} is a set of items and u specifies a utility function ui : O → R+ for each agent i ∈ N .

We assume agents have additive utility, ui(O
′) =

∑
o∈O′ ui(o).

An allocation p is a function p : N → 2O assigning each agent a set of items. Allocations

2Simultaneously to the present work, Bredereck et al. [25] have also improved the practical applicability of their
ILP-based approach.
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must be complete, i.e., all items are allocated,
⋃

i∈N p(i) = O, and the bundles of items assigned

to agents must be disjoint, i.e., no two agents can be assigned the same items, p(i) ∩ p(j) = ∅ for

all i, j ∈ N . For a given instance, we denote by A the set of all allocations. We do not consider

strategic manipulations — we assume that all agents truthfully report their valuations — leaving

strategic issues for future work [18].

3.1. Fairness

An allocation p is called:

• Envy-free (EF) if ui(p(i)) ≥ ui(p(j)) for all i, j ∈ N .

• Envy-free up to c items (EFc) if for all i, j ∈ N , there exists a subset O′ ⊆ O of cardinality

≤ c such that ui(p(i)) ≥ ui(p(j) \O′).

• Proportional (PROP) if for each agent i ∈ N , ui(p(i)) ≥ ui(O)/n.

• Proportional up to c items (PROPc) if for each agent i ∈ N , there exists a subset O′ ⊆ O of

cardinality ≤ c for which ui(p(i) ∪O′) ≥ ui(O)/n.

• Equitable (EQ) if for all i, j ∈ N , ui(p(i)) = uj(p(j)).

• Equitable up to c items (EQc) if for each agent i ∈ N , there exists a subset O′ ⊆ O of

cardinality ≤ c for which ui(p(i)) ≥ uj(p(j) \O′).

It is well-known that, with additive valuations, EF implies EF1 and PROP. Moreover, EF1 implies

PROP1. But PROP1 is strictly weaker than EF1 (see Appendix A).

For a given instance, we denote by A EF1 and A PROP1 the sets of all EF1 and PROP1 allocations

respectively.

3.2. Welfare

While there are multiple notions of welfare, we focus on utilitarian-maximality. Allocation p is:

• utilitarian-maximal (UM) if it maximizes the sum of utilities:

p ∈ arg max
q∈A

∑
i∈N

∑
o∈q(i)

ui(o).

• Utilitarian-maximal (UM) within EF1 if

p ∈ arg max
q∈A EF1

∑
i∈N

∑
o∈q(i)

ui(o).
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• Utilitarian-maximal (UM) within PROP1 if

p ∈ arg max
q∈A PROP1

∑
i∈N

∑
o∈q(i)

ui(o).

4. UM and EF1

It is well-known that EF1 is incompatible with UM: if Alice’s utility for every item is higher

than Bob’s utility, the only UM allocation gives all items to Alice, which is obviously not EF1

for Bob. Given this incompatibility, we would like to decide whether there exists, among all UM

allocations, one that is also fair, but this is computationally challenging.

Theorem 4.1. The problem ExistsUMandEF1 — deciding whether there exists an allocation

that is both UM and EF1 — is strongly NP-complete.

Proof. The problem is in NP as both UM and EF1 can be tested in polynomial time. To prove

NP-hardness, we reduce from the following problem, which is known to be strongly NP-hard [38].

3-Partition

Input: An integer T > 0, a multiset {a1, . . . , a3m} of integers with T
4 < aj <

T
2

for all j ∈ [3m], and
∑3m

j=1 aj = mT .

Question: Can the integers be partitioned into m disjoint triplets such that the

sum in each triplet is T?

We construct an instance of ExistsUMandEF1 with m + 1 agents and 3m + 2 items. The

first 3m items correspond to the 3m integers: their value for the first m agents is equal to the

corresponding integer, and their value for agent m + 1 is 0. The last two items are valued at T by

the first m agents and (m/2 + 1) · T by the last agent:

Items: 1, . . . , 3m 3m + 1, 3m + 2 Sum

Agents 1, . . . ,m: v(oj) = aj T (m + 2)T

Agent m + 1: 0 (m/2 + 1) · T (m + 2)T

An allocation is UM if-and-only-if the items 3m + 1 and 3m + 2 are given to agent m + 1, and

the items 1, . . . , 3m are given to agents 1, . . . ,m.

Suppose we have a “yes” instance of 3-Partition. Then, we can allocate the first 3m items

among the first m agents in a way such that each agent gets utility T . We can allocate the items

numbered 3m+ 1 and 3m+ 2 to agent m+ 1. The first m agents are not envious of each other but

they are envious of agent m + 1 whose allocation would give them utility 2T . However, if one of
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the items of agent m+ 1 is removed, then envy goes away. Hence there exists a welfare maximizing

allocation which is also EF1.

Now suppose that we have a “no” instance of 3-Partition. Since there is no equi-partition of

the 3m elements, there is at least one agent among the first m agents who gets utility less than T .

This agent envies agent m+ 1 even if one of the two items of agent m+ 1 is removed. Hence there

is no UM+EF1 allocation.

The above hardness result can be strengthened.

Proposition 4.2. The following decision problem is strongly NP-complete: decide whether there

exists an EF1 allocation in which some two pre-specified items are given to some pre-specified agent.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4.1, the UM requirement can be replaced with the requirement

that agent m + 1 gets the items numbered 3m + 1 and 3m + 2.

As a corollary we get the following hardness result (which follows implicitly from Theorem 5 of

Barman et al. [9], while not mentioned explicitly there):

Corollary 4.3. The problem ComputeUMwithinEF1 — computing an allocation that maximizes

utilitarian welfare within the EF1 allocations — is strongly NP-hard.

Proof. We present a polynomial-time one-to-one reduction from ExistsUMandEF1 (Theorem 4.1)

to ComputeUMwithinEF1. We use an algorithm for the latter problem to compute an allocation

maximizing the utilitarian welfare within the set of EF1 allocations. Let w1 be this maximum value.

Let w0 be the maximum utilitarian welfare without the restriction of being EF1. An allocation

maximizing social welfare can be computed in linear time by giving the item to any agent who

values it the most. If w0 = w1, we have a “yes” instance of ExistsUMandEF1; If w0 6= w1, we

have a “no” instance.

Next, we show that (weak) NP-hardness holds even for the case of three agents.

Theorem 4.4. The problem ExistsUMandEF1 for three agents is NP-complete.

Proof. Membership in NP comes directly from Theorem 4.1. To prove hardness we reduce from

Partition, which is the following problem.
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Partition

Input: A multiset {a1, . . . , am} of integers, whose sum is 2W .

Question: Is there a partition of the integers into two sets, where the sum in each

set is W?

Given an instance of Partition, define an instance of ExistsUMandEF1 with m+4 items: m

number-items {o1, . . . , om} and 4 extra-items {e1, . . . , e4}. There are three agents with the following

valuations.

Items: oi (for i ∈ [m]) e1 e2 e3 e4 sum

Alice: 0 W 2W 6W 7W 16W

Bob, Carl: ai 3W 3W 4W 4W 16W

An allocation is UM if-and-only-if the extra-items e3, e4 are given to Alice, and the number-items

plus e1, e2 go to Bob or Carl.

Suppose there is an equal partition of the numbers. Then, it is possible to give Bob and Carl a

utility of W each from the number-items plus a utility of 3W from e1, e2, for a total of 4W . The

other extra items can be given to Alice. Alice does not envy at all; Bob and Carl do not envy once

e4 is removed from Alice’s bundle. Hence the allocation is EF1 and UM.

Conversely, suppose there is an EF1 and UM allocation. Bob and Carl value Alice’s bundle

at 8W . Once a highest-valued item (for them) is removed from it, they value it at 4W . Hence,

each of them must get a bundle valued at 4W , so each of them must get a utility of W from the

number-items. Hence, there must be an equal partition of the numbers.

By arguments similar to Corollary 4.3, Theorem 4.4 implies the following hardness result (which

follows from Theorem 4 of Barman et al. [9]):

Corollary 4.5. The problem ComputeUMwithinEF1 for three agents is NP-hard.

5. UM and PROP1

While EF1 implies PROP1, the results for EF1 in Section 4 do not imply analogous results for

PROP1. This is because an algorithm for ExistsUMandEF1 might return “no” on an instance

which admits a UM and PROP1 allocation, and an algorithm for ExistsUMandPROP1 might

return “yes” on an instance which does not admit a UM and EF1 allocation. Hence, we provide

stand-alone proofs for the analogous results for PROP1.

Theorem 5.1. The decision problem ExistsUMandPROP1 is strongly NP-complete.
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Proof. The problem is in NP as both UM and PROP1 can be tested in polynomial time. To

establish NP-hardness, we reduce from 3-Partition as in Theorem 4.1. We construct an instance

with m + 1 agents and 4m + 2 items and the following valuations:

Items: 1, . . . , 3m 3m + 1, . . . , 4m + 2 Sum

Agents 1, . . . ,m: v(oj) = aj T (2m + 2)T

Agent m + 1: 0 (1 + m
m+2) · T (2m + 2)T

Suppose we have a “yes” instance of 3-Partition. Then, we can allocate the first 3m items

among the first m agents in a way that each agent gets utility T . We can allocate the remaining

items to agent m+1. For the first m agents, the sum of valuations is (m+1)·2T so their proportional

share is 2T . If they get one of the items numbered from 3m+ 1 to 4m+ 2, then they get additional

utility of T so that their total utility becomes 2T . Hence, the allocation is PROP1.

Now suppose that we have a “no” instance of 3-Partition. In any UM allocation, agent m+ 1

gets the items numbered 3m+ 1 to 4m+ 2. Since there is no equi-partition of the 3m elements, at

least one agent among the first m agents gets utility less than T . This agent does not get utility

2T even if one of the items numbered from 3m+ 1 to 4m+ 2 is given to him. Note that every other

item has value less than T . Hence there is no UM+PROP1 allocation.

Again, the above hardness result can be strengthened.

Proposition 5.2. The following decision problem is strongly NP-complete: decide whether there

exists a PROP1 allocation in which some pre-specified subset of items is given to some pre-specified

agent.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 5.1, the UM requirement can be replaced with the requirement

that agent m + 1 will get the items numbered 3m + 1 to 4m + 2.

Corollary 5.3. The problem ComputeUMwithinPROP1 is strongly NP-hard.

Weak NP-hardness persists even for three agents.

Theorem 5.4. For three agents, the decision problem ExistsUMandPROP1 is NP-complete.

Proof. The reduction is similar to Theorem 4.4, only with 6 extra-items and the following valuations:

oi e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 sum

A: 0 2W 2W 5W 5W 5W 5W 24W

B,C: ai 3W 3W 4W 4W 4W 4W 24W
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An allocation is UM if-and-only-if Alice gets all and only the items e3, . . . , e6. Any such allocation

is PROP for Alice.

Bob and Carl value the set of all items at 24W , so their proportional share is 8W . If there is

an equal partition of the numbers, then it is possible to give Bob and Carl a bundle worth 4W

each, which is proportional after adding to it one of Alice’s items. Conversely, if there is a PROP1

allocation then Bob and Carl’s value must be at least 4W , so each of them must get at least W

from the number-items, so there is an equal partition.

Corollary 5.5. For three agents, the problem ComputeUMwithinPROP1 is NP-hard.

6. UM and Fairness for Two Agents

In this section, we consider the case of two agents. Many fair division problems arise between

two parties so it is an important special case to consider.

Theorem 6.1. For two agents, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that solves ExistsUMan-

dEF1.

Proof. For ease of presentation, we name the agents Alice and Bob. For each item o ∈ O, we denote

Alice’s utility by u(o) and Bob’s utility by u(o) + d(o). We denote by O0 the set of items for which

both agents have the same utility, i.e., d(o) = 0. We claim that Algorithm 1 finds a UM and EF1

allocation if-and-only-if such allocation exists.

It is easy to see that an allocation is UM if-and-only-if every item with d(o) > 0 is given to

Bob and every item with d(0) < 0 is given to Alice. Therefore, line 1 is necessary and sufficient for

guaranteeing that the final allocation is UM, regardless of how the remaining items are allocated.

In every UM allocation for two agents, at most one agent is envious — otherwise the utilitarian

welfare could be increased by exchanging the bundles. Therefore, throughout the loop in lines 2–8,

at most one agent is envious.

We now consider two cases. First, suppose that the loop in lines 2–8 gives all items in O0 to

a single agent, say Alice. This means that Bob was not envious before the last item was given, so

the allocation is EF1 for Bob. If the allocation is EF1 for Alice too, then the algorithm says “yes”

correctly. Otherwise, no allocation is UM and EF1, as this is the allocation that gives Alice the

highest possible value among the UM allocations. Then the algorithm says “no” correctly.

The second case is that the loop switches from the case “Alice envies” to the case “Bob envies”.

So there is an item o such that, without o, Bob does not envy Alice, but once o is given to Alice,
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Algorithm 1 Finding a UM and EF1 allocation if one exists; two agents.

1: Give all items with d(o) > 0 to Bob and d(o) < 0 to Alice.

2: for each item o ∈ O0 do

3: if one of the agents is envious then

4: Give o to him/her;

5: else

6: Give o to an arbitrary agent.

7: end if

8: end for

9: if the allocation is EF1 then

10: return the allocation and say yes

11: else

12: return no

13: end if

Bob envies her. at this point, the allocation is EF for Alice and EF1 for Bob. From here, at most

one agent envies, and the envy level remains at most one item. Therefore, when the algorithm ends

at line 10, the allocation is UM and EF1.

Theorem 6.1 does not apply to PROP1 because, even for 2 agents, EF1 is strictly stronger

than PROP1 (see Appendix A). Therefore, Algorithm 1 may return “no” even though a UM and

PROP1 allocation exists. However, a very similar algorithm can handle UM and PROP1.

Theorem 6.2. For two agents, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that solves Exist-

sUMandPROP1.

Proof. We can use an algorithm almost identical to Algorithm 1, except for line 9 which should

read “if the allocation is PROP1 then”.

Similarly to the previous proof, we consider two cases. If the algorithm allocates all items in O0

to a single agent (say Alice), then this is the largest possible value Alice can get in a UM allocation,

so a UM-and-PROP1 allocation exists if-and-only-if this final allocation is PROP1.

Otherwise, the allocation switches between “Alice envies” and “Bob envies”. Once this switch

happens, the allocation is EF1 and it remains EF1 until the end, so the algorithm finds a UM+EF1

allocation, which is also UM+PROP1.

Remark 6.3. Algorithm 1 can be easily adapted to solve ExistsUMandEQ1. Let us change line
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3 to “if one of the agents has a smaller utility than the other agent”, and change line 9 to “if the

allocation is EQ1 then”.

The proof argument is similar to Theorem 6.2. If the algorithm allocates all items in O0 to a

single agent (say Alice), then this is the largest possible value Alice can get in a UM allocation, so

a UM-and-EQ1 allocation exists if-and-only-if this final allocation is EQ1.

Otherwise, the allocation switches from “Alice’s utility is smaller” to “Bob’s utility is smaller”.

Once this switch happens, the allocation is EQ1 and it remains EQ1 until the end, so the algorithm

finds a UM+EQ1 allocation.

We showed that, for three agents, both the decision problems (UM and fair) and the correspond-

ing maximization problems (UM within fair) are NP-hard. Below we show that, for two agents,

there is a substantial gap between the decision and the maximization problems: while deciding the

existence of UM and fair allocations is in P, computing an allocation that is UM within the fair

allocations is NP-hard. Barman et al. [10, 9] proved this hardness for EF1; below we show that the

hardness holds for the weaker PROP1 condition too.

Theorem 6.4. For two agents, the problem ComputeUMwithinPROP1 is NP-hard.

Proof. The proof is by reduction from Knapsack.

Knapsack

Input: A set M of m elements, and a threshold value T . Each item i has value

vi and weight wi.

Question: For each subset S of elements, denote its value by v(S) :=
∑

i∈S vi and

its weight by w(S) :=
∑

i∈S wi. What is a set S ⊂ M that maximizes

v(S) subject to w(S) ≤ T?

Let W :=
∑

i∈M wi be the sum of all weights, w∗ = maxi∈M wi be the largest weight and

V :=
∑

i∈M vi be the sum of all values.

Initially, we assume that T ≥W/2. We construct a fair allocation instance with two agents and

the following items:

• Usual items, oi for i ∈M , with:

uA(oi) = wi uB(oi) = wi + vi
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• Two big items, oA and oB, with:

uA(oA) = 2T −W + w∗ uB(oA) = uA(oA) + W + V

uA(oB) = w∗ uB(oB) = uA(oB) + W + V

We prove that, maximizing the utilitarian welfare subject to PROP1 in the allocation instance, is

equivalent to maximizing the value subject to the weight constraint in the Knapsack instance.

First, consider the allocation p0 giving all usual items to Alice and all big items to Bob. It is

EF1 (and PROP1) since:

• uA(p0(A)) = W , while Alice’s valuation to Bob’s bundle without oA is only w∗ ≤W ;

• uB(p0(B)) = 2(W + V ) + [uA(oA) + uB(oB)], while Bob’s valuation to Alice’s bundle is only

W + V .

Moreover, the utilitarian welfare of p0 is 3W + 2V + uA(oA) + uA(oB), while the utilitarian welfare

of any allocation that gives a big item to Alice is necessarily smaller. Therefore, any allocation that

is UM within PROP1 must give Bob the two big items, we focus only on these; let us call these

allocations “reasonable”.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the subsets of knapsack items (subsets of M) to

the set of reasonable allocations. Each subset S ⊂ M corresponds to a reasonable allocation, pS ,

in which: (1) The big items, and all usual items in S, are given to Bob; and (2) All usual items

not in S are given to Alice. In the allocation pS , the utilitarian welfare coming from the big items

is 2W + 2V + uA(oA) + uA(oB). The utilitarian welfare coming from the usual items is W + v(S).

Therefore, the total welfare in pS is C + v(S), where C := 3W + 2V + uA(oA) + uA(oB). Note that

C is a constant that does not depend on the selection of S. Thus, finding a reasonable allocation

pS with maximum welfare is equivalent to finding a subset S ⊆M with maximum value.

The value of oA and oB for Bob is so big, that Bob never envies Alice regardless of how the

usual items are allocated. Moreover, for Alice, oA is the most valuable item in Bob’s bundle (since

T ≥ W/2). Therefore, an allocation is PROP1 if-and-only-if, when oA is added to Alice’s bundle,

Alice will have at least half of the total value. Alice’s valuation of oA is 2T −W + w∗, and her

valuation of her own bundle is W − w(S). Therefore, the PROP1 condition for Alice is:
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W − w(S)+ (2T −W + w∗)

≥ (W + w∗ + 2T −W + w∗)/2

which holds if-and-only-if w(S) ≤ T . Therefore, maximizing utilitarian welfare subject to PROP1

is equivalent to maximizing v(S) subject to w(S) ≤ T as claimed.

In the complementary case T < W/2, the reduction is similar, but with one more big item oC :

uA(oA) = W − 2T + 2w∗

uB(oA) = uA(oA) + V

uA(oB) = uA(oC) = W − 2T + w∗

uB(oB) = uB(oC) = uA(oB) + V

Now, all big items oA, oB and oC are allocated to Bob; oA is still most valuable to Alice. Alice’s

valuation of item oA is W − 2T +w∗, and her valuation of her own bundle is W −w(S). Therefore,

the PROP1 condition for Alice is:

W − w(S) + (W − 2T + 2w∗)

≥ (W + (W − 2T + 2w∗) + 2 ∗ (W − 2T + w∗)) /2

which holds if-and-only-if w(S) ≤ T as before.

The hardness proofs in both Theorem 6.4 and Barman et al. [9] use an instance that is not

normalized — the sum of Alice’s valuations is smaller than the sum of Bob’s valuations. In many

situations, the agents’ valuations are normalized such that the sum of valuations is the same for all

agents. For example, in the popular fair division website spliddit.org each person enter utilities that

sum up to 1000. Therefore, a natural question is whether the two problems ComputeUMwith-

inEF1 and ComputeUMwithinPROP1 remain NP-hard with two agents even when restricted

to normalized valuations. Despite many efforts, we could not modify the reduction of Theorem 6.4

to work with normalized valuations.

Open Problem 1. For two agents with normalized valuations, what is the run-time complexity of

computing an allocation that is UM within EF1, or UM within PROP1?
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7. UM within Fairness for Few Agents

We have proved that all our problems are strongly NP-hard when the number of agents is

unbounded, and weakly NP-hard when the number of agents is fixed. This raises the question of

whether the problems are strongly NP-hard when the number of agents is fixed. We show that the

answer is “no” by presenting pseudopolynomial time algorithms for ComputeUMwithinEF1 and

ComputeUMwithinPROP1, and hence for deciding ExistsUMandEF1 and ExistsUMand-

PROP1 (see Corollary 4.3).

Our algorithms assume that valuations are positive integers, and the sum of all values for a

single agent is upper-bounded by some integer V . The run-time is polynomial in V . Note that, in

the important special case in which the valuations are binary, i.e., ui(o) ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ N, o ∈ O

[21, 8, 39, 33, 12], we have V ≤ m, so the run-time is in O(poly(m)).

The run-time of our algorithms is exponential in n. This is not surprising in view of the

hardness results for unbounded n. Our goal in the present paper is to prove that the problems

are not strongly NP-hard when n is fixed; we leave to future work the problem of optimizing the

dependence on n.

As a warm-up, we present a pseudopolynomial time algorithm for ComputeUMwithinPROP.

Such algorithm may be useful when a proportional allocation exists.

Theorem 7.1. Given n agents and m items, when all valuations are positive integers and the sum

of all values for a single agent is at most V , it is possible to compute, in time O(mV n), a UM

within PROP allocation (whenever a PROP allocation exists), or detect that a PROP allocation

does not exist.

Proof. The algorithm constructs Boolean functions Fk, for k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. Each Fk has n argu-

ments, each of which is an integer in 0, . . . , V . The semantics of Fj is as follows:

Fk(t1, . . . , tn) = True if-and-only-if there exists an allocation of the objects o1, . . . , ok in

which, for all i ∈ [n], the value of agent i is at least ti.

The functions Fk can be computed by dynamic programming as in Algorithm 2. When the algo-

rithm terminates, Fm is computed. We now consider all the tuples t1, . . . , tn with ti ≥ vi(O)/n for

all i ∈ [n] (these tuples correspond to proportional allocations). Among these tuples, we consider

only the ones for which Fm(t1, . . . , tn) = True. If there are no such tuples, then we return “No

proportional allocation exists”. Otherwise, we choose a tuple that maximizes the sum t1 + . . .+ tn;
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this sum represents the largest utilitarian welfare compatible with proportionality. The maximizing

allocation can be found by backtracking the construction of Fm.

Algorithm 2 Finding a UM-within-PROP allocation.

1: {Initialize Fk to a default value of False.}

∀k, t1, . . . , tn : Fk(t1, . . . , tn) := False.

2: {An empty allocation guarantees a value 0 to all.}

F0(0, . . . , 0) := True.

3: for k = 1, . . . ,m do

4: {Check all options for allocating ok}

5: for i = 1, . . . , n do

6: {Consider giving ok to agent i}

7: {We can guarantee a value ti to agent i with object ok, if-and-only-if we could guarantee

a value of at least ti − ui(ok) to agent i without object ok.}

8: for all t1, . . . , tn do

9: if Fk−1(t1, . . . ,max[0, ti − ui(ok)], . . . , tn) = True then

10: Fk(t1, . . . , ti, . . . , tn) := True

11: end if

12: end for

13: end for

14: end for

The above scheme cannot be directly applied to ComputeUMwithinPROP1. This is because

PROP1 does not give a unique value-threshold for every agent: the value-threshold depends on

the highest-valued item that is not assigned to that agent. To handle this issue we use a different

function.

Below we use a slightly more complicated algorithm for ComputeUMwithinPROP1. Our in-

sights for ComputeUMwithinPROP cannot be directly applied to ComputeUMwithinPROP1

as PROP1 does not give a unique value-threshold for every agent: the value-threshold depends on

the highest-valued item that is not assigned to that agent. To handle this issue we use a different

function.
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Algorithm 3 Finding a UM-within-PROP1 allocation.

1: {Initialize Gk to a default value of False.}

∀k, t1, . . . , tn, b1, . . . , bn ∈ O :

Gk(t1, b1, . . . , tn, bn) := False.

2: {An empty allocation guarantees a value 0 to all.}

∀b1, . . . , bn ∈ O : G0(0, b1, . . . , 0, bn) := True.

3: for k = 1, . . . ,m do

4: {Check all options for allocating ok}

5: for i = 1, . . . , n do

6: {Consider giving ok to agent i}

7: for all t1, . . . , tn, b1, . . . , bn where bi 6= ok do

8: {We can guarantee a value ti to agent i with objects o1, . . . , ok, if-and-only-if we could guarantee

a value of at least ti − ui(ok) to agent i with objects o1, . . . , ok−1.}

9: if Gk−1(t1, b1, . . . ,max[0, ti − ui(ok)], bi, . . . , tn, bn) = True then

10: Gk(t1, b1, . . . , ti, bi, . . . , tn, bn) := True

11: end if

12: end for

13: for all t1, . . . , tn, b1, . . . , bn where bi = ok do

14: {We can guarantee a value ti to agent i with objects o1, . . . , ok without giving ok to i, if-and-

only-if we could guarantee the same with objects o1, . . . , ok−1.}

15: if Gk−1(t1, b1, . . . , ti, bi, . . . , tn, bn) = True then

16: Gk(t1, b1, . . . , ti, bi . . . , tn, bn) := True

17: end if

18: end for

19: end for

20: end for
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Theorem 7.2. Given n agents and m items, when all valuations are positive integers and the

sum of all values for a single agent is at most V , it is possible to compute a UM within PROP1

allocation in time O(mV 2n).

Proof. The algorithm constructs Boolean functions Gk, for k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. Each Gk has 2n integer

arguments, t1, b1, . . . , tn, bn, where each ti is in 0, . . . , V and each bi is an object in O. The semantics

of Gk are as follows:

Gk(t1, b1, . . . , tn, bn) = True if-and-only-if for some allocation of the objects o1, . . . , ok,

for all i ∈ [n], the value of agent i is at least ti, and agent i does not get object bi.

The functions Gk can be computed by dynamic programming as shown in Algorithm 3. When the

algorithm terminates, Gm is computed.

We now consider all the tuples t1, b1, . . . , tn, bn that correspond to PROP1 allocations. These

are exactly the tuples with ti+vi(bi) ≥ vi(O)/n for all i ∈ [n]. Among these tuples, we consider only

the ones for which Gm(t1, b1, . . . , tn, bn) = True. Note that there must be at least one such tuple,

since a PROP1 allocation always exists. From these tuples, we choose one that maximizes the sum

t1 + . . . + tn; this sum represents the largest utilitarian welfare that is compatible with PROP1.

The maximizing allocation can be constructed by backtracking the construction of Gm.

Remark 7.3. We can get a UM-within-EQ1 algorithm by changing the meaning of G to:

G(t1, b1, . . . , ti, bi, . . . , tn.bn) = True if-and-only-if for some allocation of the objects

o1, . . . , ok, for all i ∈ [n], the value of agent i is at least ti, and object bi is in agent i’s

bundle.

The new G can be computed with a dynamic programming algorithm similar to Algorithm 3. We

only need to modify the initialization in step 2 to:

∀b1, . . . , bn ∈ O,∀t1 ≤ u1(b1), . . . , tn ≤ un(bn) : G0(t1, b1, . . . , tn, bn) := True.

Turning to the question of EF and EF1 we first give a pseudopolynomial time procedure in

Algorithm 4.

Theorem 7.4. Given n agents and m items, when all valuations are positive integers and the sum

of values for a single agent is at most V , it is possible to compute, in time O(mV n2
), a UM within

EF allocation (whenever an EF allocation exists), or detect that an EF allocation does not exist.
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Algorithm 4 Finding a UM-within-EF allocation

1: {Initialize Hk to a default value of False.}

∀k, t : Hk(t) := False.

2: {In an empty allocation, all differences are 0, so they are larger than any negative number.}

For all t with ∀i, j : −V ≤ ti,j ≤ 0: H0(t) := True.

3: for k = 1, . . . ,m do

4: {Check all options for allocating ok}

5: for i = 1, . . . , n do

6: {Consider giving ok to agent i}

7: {We can guarantee differences t with object ok, if-and-only-if without object ok we could guarantee

difference ti,j − ui(ok) to agent i, and difference tj,i + uj(ok) to any agent j 6= i.}

8: for all t do

9: Define t′ as follows:

t′j,j′ :=


ti,j′ − ui(ok) if j = i and j′ 6= i.

tj,i + uj(ok) if j′ = i and j 6= i.

tj,j′ otherwise.

10: if Hk−1(t′) = True then

11: Hk(t) := True

12: end if

13: end for

14: end for

15: end for
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Proof. The algorithm constructs Boolean functions Hk, for k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. Each Hk has n2

arguments, each of which is an integer in −V, . . . , V . Denote by t an n2-tuple of arguments,

t1,1, t1,2, . . . , tn−1,n, tn,n. The semantics of Hk is:

Hk(t) = True if-and-only-if there exists an allocation p of the objects o1, . . . , ok in which,

for all i, j ∈ [n] : ui(p(i))− ui(p(j)) ≥ ti,j .

Note that the arguments ti,i for i ∈ [n] are superfluous as ui(p(i))− ui(p(i)) ≡ 0. We keep them to

ease the notation.

The functions Hk can be computed by dynamic programming as in Algorithm 3. When the

algorithm terminates, Hm is computed. We now consider all the tuples t with ti,j ≥ 0 for all

i, j ∈ [n]. These tuples correspond to envy-free allocations. Among these tuples, we consider

only the ones for which Hm(t) = True. If there are no such tuples, then we return “No envy-free

allocation exists”.

Otherwise, we choose a tuple that maximizes the sum of all n2 arguments t1,1 + t1,2 + . . .+ tn,n.

We claim that this corresponds to maximizing the utilitarian welfare. To see this, note that for

each agent i ∈ [n]:

n∑
j=1

ti,j ≤
n∑

j=1

[ui(p(i))− ui(p(j))] = n · ui(p(i))− ui(M).

As the ui(M) are constants that do not depend on the allocation, a higher sum corresponds to

a higher utilitarian welfare. The maximizing allocation can be constructed by backtracking the

construction of Hm at a maximizing tuple.

We can extend Algorithm 4 to UM within EF1 using more variables tracing the most valuable

objects given to agents.

Theorem 7.5. Given n agents and m items, when all valuations are positive integers and the sum

of all values for a single agent is at most V , it is possible to compute a UM within EF1 allocation

in time O(mV 2n2
).

Proof. We can slightly modify Algorithm 4 to work for EF1. Add n2 more arguments vi,j to Boolean

function Hk. We will maintain the value vi,j to be the value of maximum object in agent j’s bundle

with respect to the utility ui. The update of these arguments could be done between line 9 and

line 10 of Algorithm 4 as follows:
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v′j,j′ :=


max[uj(ok), vj,j′ ] if j′ = i and j 6= i.

vj,j′ otherwise.

where i is the loop variable at line 5.

An allocation is EF1 if-and-only-if ti,j + vi,j ≥ 0 for all i, j. As in the proof of Theorem 7.4,

maximizing utilitarian welfare is equivalent to maximizing the sum of t1,1 + t1,2 + · · ·+ tn,n. So we

choose a tuple maximizing this sum such that Hm(t,v) =True, and, for all i, j we have ti,j+vi,j ≥ 0.

This corresponds to the maximizing allocation, which can be constructed by backtracking the

construction of Hm.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

We provide a clear picture of the computational complexity of computing allocations that are

both fair and maximize the utilitarian social welfare. We find that while existence can be decided

efficiently when we have n = 2 agents, in most cases both the question of existence for UM and

fair allocations as well as finding UM within fair allocations, is computationally hard. However,

we are able to demonstrate positive results in the form of pseudopolynomial time algorithms when

the number of agents is a constant n ≥ 3 for both the fairness concepts EF1 and PROP1 as well

as their stronger counterparts EF and PROP.

Although EF1 is stronger than PROP1, an algorithm for UM-within-EF1 does not imply an

algorithm for UM-within-PROP1, since the maximum utilitarian welfare in a PROP1 allocation

might be higher than the maximum utilitarian welfare in an EF1 allocation. This raises an interest-

ing question of how much utilitarian welfare is lost when moving from PROP1 to EF1 allocations.

Our algorithms allow to study this question empirically in future work.

By using a different threshold in Algorithms 2 and 3, these algorithms can be adapted to handle

other fairness notions, such as weighted proportionality (for agents with different entitlements), or

maximin-share fairness [26] in cases in which the maximin-shares of the agents are known. Our

other algorithms can be adapted to handle other notions of fairness that are based on the “up to

1 item” concept. This is because the tables constructed by these algorithms contain information

about the bundle values and about items that are contained / not contained in them. Examples

of such criteria are EFx [28], PROPx [48], EQ1 and EQx [36]. We do not know whether they can
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handle fairness criteria that involve a larger number of items, such as PROP*(n − 1) [55] or IPS

[14].

Similarly, our algorithms can be adapted to handle egalitarian optimality (maximizing the

minimum utility), by using the minimum in the last step instead of the sum. However, we do not

know if they can be adapted to more complex efficiency notion, such as rank maximality [40].

Other directions for future work include:

(i) Improving the run-time complexity of the algorithms for a fixed number of agents;

(ii) Devising faster algorithms for restricted domains, and for approximately-maximal utilitarian

welfare;

(iii) Examining the empirical performance of our algorithms on real data [51].
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APPENDIX

A. EF1 vs. PROP1

It is known that, with additive valuations, EF1 implies PROP1. For completeness, we provide

a proof below.

Proposition A.1. Let i ∈ N be an agent with an additive utility function ui. If an allocation p is

EF1 for i, then p is PROP1 for i.

Proof. If p(i) = O then the allocation if obviously PROP1 for i, so we assume p(i) ( O. Let

U := maxo∈O\p(i) ui(o) = the value of the most valuable item that is not allocated to i.

The definition of EF1 implies that, for every agent j 6= i:

ui(p(i)) ≥ ui(p(j))− U.

The same obviously holds when j = i. Summing over all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} yields:

n · ui(p(i)) ≥ ui(O)− n · U.

Dividing by n yields:

ui(p(i)) ≥ ui(O)/n− U

=⇒ ui(p(i)) + U ≥ ui(O)/n

which is the condition for PROP1.

The following example shows that EF1 is strictly stronger than PROP1, even when there are

only two agents.

Example A.2. Consider the following instance with 2 agents and 7 items where the number is the

utility to each agent.

a b (×6)

Alice: 4 1

Bob: 4 1

Suppose Alice has a and Bob has all the six b items. Then the allocation is PROP1 but not EF1

for Alice.
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